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This is an interesting paper by Bressac et al., which focuses on the importance of
lithogenic ballast minerals in enhancing the flux of organic carbon into the ocean inte-
rior. Efforts on this subject have mainly focused on the role of calcite and/or opal as
ballast agent, however, lithogenic material and its ability to enhance carbon export is
understudied. Because of the importance of the carbon pump and the atmospheric
dust fluxes in the global carbon cycle, this study is very well within the scope of Bio-
geosciences. The authors examine the distribution of larges particles, the primary
productivity and the downward export of carbon in two artificial seedings performed in
mesocosms. Methods and results are clearly presented or refer to companion papers
of the special issue if not fully described. The paper diagnoses the biotic (fertiliza-
tion) and abiotic (aggregation catalyst and ballast) effects of seeding of POC fluxes
and particles dynamic. However, it is not clear how the authors come to their main
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conclusion (namely: “the lithogenic carbon pump could be considered as a pathway
by which DOM could reenter the biological pump”) as the DOM data are not presented
and not considered in the discussion. The authors base their argument on literature
rather than actual data. Therefore, moderate revision is needed before publication.
Specific comments Title The title needs to reflect the “artificial” nature of the study (ar-
tificial seeding in mesocosms). Introduction P12642-L8: Please add [Hedges et al.,
2000], key paper of the protection effect and [Engel et al., 2009] that demonstrate it in
lab controlled experiments Material Methods P13645-L5: How does that compare with
a natural deposition event? Results How did the PP evolved after both seedings? The
PP is presented in an “in prep” paper but not available to the reader yet. PP data is
presented vs POC flux in fig 5 but the paper would benefit of presenting a figure sim-
ilar to fig 1 but for the PP data. Discussion: P13653-L5: Add [Honda and Watanabe,
2010] for justification of considering an additional non-lithogenic associated fraction of
the total POC flux. P13653-L5: Please provide equation, it will help understanding how
you’ve worked out the carrying coefficients. P13654-L1: Specify by increasing particle
sinking speeds or aggregating cells after ballasting. P13656- section 4.3.1. I found this
section a bit weak as it is currently not supported by DOM data. The authors mentioned
that “Dissolved .....subsequent POC export” and then conclude “While dust deposition
....... In this sense, the lithogenic carbon pump could be considered as a pathway by
which DOM could reenter the biological pump”. It is one of the main outcome of this
paper. It therefore needs fully supported by data and requires more consideration in
the discussion section. P13654-L28. Please add [Le Moigne et al., 2012] P13656-L28:
Please add [Buesseler, 1998]
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